Like hundreds of municipalities, you depend on the Quickview airHD to assess sewer condition rapidly and affordably. Now, you can also use it to measure the distance to what you see inside sewer pipes.

If you need an **exact measurement**, our new laser rangefinder accessory delivers accuracy to within 0.5%.

Or for a **ballpark estimate**, just update your Quickview airHD tablet app—the latest version calculates approximate distance based on camera focus. Accuracy is around 15%.

Either way, distance-to-target appears graphically at the bottom of the app screen. Measurements can also be overlaid on video.

**exact measurement** is ideal for creating reports and planning rehab. Our laser rangefinder accessory attaches to your Quickview head and plugs into the accessory port.

**ballpark estimate** is sufficient for correlating an observation to a particular residence or other above-ground feature.